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THREAD: Okay. I'm about to get SUPER space beans tin foil hat on you, so stop

reading if you're not into that. Based on what we're learning from public reporting,

the pentagon curtailed the response to the trump coup. 1/

We also know from video and public reporting that there were two groups that stormed the capitol. 1) weird-ass bystanders

and 2) possibly armed ex-military members with tactical gear and flex cuffs 2/ https://t.co/QyvNoUiOSH

After reviewing a lot of footage there seem to be 2 types of ppl at the #capitolbreach.

Group 1: Selfies. Unsure what to do once inside #CapitolBuilding

Group 2: Purposeful. men who know each other & head for senate floor w/tactical gear & backpacks.

https://t.co/3vAdxdlNZh

— John Scott-Railton (@jsrailton) January 7, 2021

We also know there was a failed coup attempt in Venezuela orchestrated by Giuliani and former members of Blackwater, an

Erik Prince joint. 3/ https://t.co/VzdRifzC95

We also know that Giuliani met with Brian Benczkowski and Bill Barr to lobby for for help to go easy on his Venezuelan pal.

Benczkowski is a former Alfa Bank rep. 4/ https://t.co/0UcEgDMvoO

Further, we know that Erik Prince is the brother of Betsy DeVos (who JUST resigned) and the former head of Blackwater.

We also know that the day before the insurrection, a memo was sent out to knee-cap the federal police in DC. 5/

https://t.co/QHcnJvsTF6

And we know that in November, Trump removed top leaders at the pentagon and replaced them with a-holes like Kash

Patel; former Nunes aide that tried to get dirt on Biden in Ukraine 6/. https://t.co/K3knHFyKlA

And Erik Prince's sister, the education secretary just resigned and made it abundantly clear she's totally against the

insurrection, but was somehow fine with everything else trump had done for the past four years 7/ https://t.co/K3knHFyKlA
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Finally, we know Flynn has been calling on the 3%-ers to rise up and take action, and that he has friends inside the

pentagon, too. (no source other than my own which I can't reveal). 8/ https://t.co/VkTEaFsqvT

So this was a two-pronged attack. Donald installed his douchebag friends at the pentagon in exchange for a Medal of

Freedom for Nunes, then hired former Blackwater dickbags to lead the coup while getting his Pentagon buddies to refuse to

send backup... 9/

All while leaving Pence in the wind and allowing "group 2" (Blackwater) more time to access members of congress and

destroy, steal, or taint the election certificates because his ally in the Pentagon wouldn't respond to calls for backup. 10/

All in exchange for the Blackwater pardons & a Nunes Medal of Freedom. Now trump has been forced to put out his

"concession" video, Cruz is backing away, & republicans are "choosing sides" knowing that the coordination between the

pentagon and trump is about to come out. 11/

Don't forget that Pence was chosen by Manafort and Hawley was chosen by Pence. And now Pence's COS has been

banned from the White House. Also, Barr jumped ship and Biden said the Pentagon and OMB were stonewalling the

transition. 12/

Oh, and trump aslo pardoned four Blackwater war criminals that slaughtered 17 Iraqi civilians including two children. He

PARDONED them. Quid pro quo. Everything is a deal. 13/

Feeling cute. Might add more later, IDK. END
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